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WHAT THE
HELL HAPPENED

How a TV news report, a 10-year-old catchphrase
and overmatched PR defense conspired to swamp
the industry — and what to do differently next time.
Because there will be a next time.
By Meatingplace editors:
Michael Fielding, Dani Friedland, Rita Jane Gabbett, Tom Johnston, Lisa M. Keefe

Eldon Roth starts Beef Products Inc.
after developing a means of
centrifugally separating lean beef from

It was a dark and stormy night —

fatty trimmings.

really. The cold front that passed over Dakota Dunes, S.D., late in the day on

March 7 stirred up gusts of 35 mph that whipped the sprinkles of rain into
mini-daggers.

2002
2002

“PINK SLIME” IS BORN

Eldon Roth might not have noticed, either the inclement weather outside
or the storm gathering in the media that in the span of just a few weeks
would nearly blow his company away. The CEO of Dakota Dunes-based
Beef Products Inc. (BPI) and his executive team were focused at that point
on replacing the business lost in January when McDonald’s, Taco Bell and

USDA employee Gerald Zirnstein uses
“PINK
SLIME” IS BORN
“pink slime” in an internal email to

USDA employee Gerald Zirnstein uses the phrase
express his distaste for LFTB.
“pink slime” in an internal email to express his
distaste for LFTB.

Burger King simultaneously announced that they would cease using BPI’s
sole product, lean finely textured beef (LFTB), in their burgers. And the
processor was beginning to make progress.

But, by the time the sun rose over
the Sioux City suburb on March 8,

to requests for an interview for
this story.)

JUNE 12, 2008

WASHINGTON POST ESTIMATES THAT
LFTB IS IN UP TO 75% OF GROUND BEEF
The Washington Post reports on BPI’s
process and estimates that LFTB

the world around BPI had changed.

No one watching the (L)FTB/“pink

“ABC World News Tonight” had run

slime” news story unfold and spread

a three-minute report the evening

was left unimpressed by its speed and

before on the use of LFTB in lean

power: Activists looking to get the stuff

burgers, and it propelled what had

removed from ground beef crowed

been dribs and drabs of coverage

over their “win” on Twitter while

about the product into a torrent.

meat industry execs, government

Initial coverage was overwhelmingly

regulators, media critics and ag state

negative toward LFTB (and finely

politicians were left trying to catch a

NEW YORK TIMES:
“SAFETY OF BEEF PROCESSING
METHOD IS QUESTIONED”

textured beef, or FTB, a similar

breath. And while several characteris-

The New York Times reports on

product made by Cargill) and inac-

tics of the story’s birth and its spread

ammonia processing in beef, obtains

curate on several key points, but

are brand-new, nobody expects them

Zirnstein’s email via the Freedom of

effective enough to eventually reach

to remain unique for long.

Information Act, and includes the

88 percent of the general popula-

“Absolutely something like this

tion, according to a poll by Harris

could happen again,” says Jeff Stier,

Interactive. Just 18 days after the

director of the National Center

ABC report initially ran, BPI shut

for Public Policy Research’s Risk

down three-quarters of its produc-

Analysis Division. “The elements

tion and laid off 650 employees in

that led to it still exist.”

comprises up to 25 percent of ground
beef, and that it is in up to 75 percent of
ground beef in the U.S.

DECEMBER 30, 2009

phrase “pink slime” in its article.

APRIL 12, 2011

JAMIE OLIVER’S FOOD REVOLUTION
In a nationally

three states. A week later, AFA Foods,

televised

a major producer of ground beef for

‘SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION’

program, British

schools based in King of Prussia,

The explosion in media coverage

chef Jamie

Pa., filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy

seemed to come out of nowhere —

protection. Cargill, whose volume

“like spontaneous combustion,”

of production is much smaller than

Stier says — in part because it did.

BPI’s, laid off about two dozen people

There were none of the usual news

demonstrate that ammonia is used as a

because of the FTB flap.

“hooks”: No recall, no lawsuit, and

processing agent in finely textured beef.

(BPI executives did not respond

the three quick-service restaurants

Associated Press

SLIMED

BPI FOUNDED

Oliver mixes
liquid ammonia
into beef to
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MEAT MYTHCRUSHERS
The American Meat Institute expands
its Meat MythCrushers campaign to

had dropped BPI as a supplier a full two

years ago in an internal memo in which

get LFTB removed from the NSLP. And

include a video on the use of ammonium

months earlier.

he expressed his concerns about LFTB,

on March 7 the ABC News report ran,

surfaced in The New York Times in late

followed by two more related segments

this one unfolded. We’ve had issues that

December 2009, in an investigative piece

on successive evenings.

were big crises in the industry, but they

that won the paper a Pulitzer Prize. Jamie

almost always had some basis,” says Barry

Oliver’s household ammonia-splashed beef

was the social media and there was

MCDONALD’S ANNOUNCES
END TO LFTB IN BURGERS

Carpenter. Before being named CEO of the

stunt first aired in April 2011, but no media,

ABC News,” says Janet Riley, senior

National Meat Association, Carpenter was

social or otherwise, picked up the thread.

vice president of public affairs for the

In a statement, McDonald’s says:

for 15 years the deputy administrator of the

Nevertheless, on March 5, The Daily, a

hydroxide in some beef products.

JANUARY 2012

“[T]he fact is, McDonald’s USA serves
100% USDA-inspected beef — no preservatives, no fillers, no extenders — period.

“I’ve never seen anything unfold like

“I think there were two things: There

American Meat Institute.

Livestock and Seed Program of the USDA’s

tablet-only app newspaper published by

Agricultural Marketing Service.

News Corp., ran an article on the USDA’s

FREE SPEECH

announced plans to buy 7 million pounds

If any part of the Internet remains

For a number of years ... McDonald’s USA

facture, which includes the application of

of LFTB for the National School Lunch

nearly unregulated, it’s the social media

used some lean beef trimmings treated

ammonium hydroxide gas as an antimicro-

Program — about the same amount of

sphere. There are laws intended to

with ammonia in our burgers ... At the

bial (Cargill’s version uses citric acid), had

LFTB that the agency had been buying on

protect people, companies and products

beginning of last year (2011), we made

been well covered in the media already,

behalf of schools for years. The next day,

from damaging commentary, but courts

a decision to stop using this ingredient.

notably in a Washington Post article in

TheLunchTray.com blogger Bettina Elias

give the media wide latitude — and “the

It has been out of the McDonald’s USA

June 2008. Even the moniker “pink slime,”

Siegel, dismayed at the USDA’s announce-

media” now includes bloggers, tweeters

supply chain since last August.”

which a former USDA employee coined 10

ment, started a petition on Change.org to

and website commenters. (See sidebar,

MARCH 5, 2012

THE DAILY:
PARTNERS IN ‘SLIME’
The Daily reports that USDA plans to buy
7 million pounds of LFTB “in the coming
months,” reigniting the controversy.

MARCH 6, 2012

CHANGE.ORG PETITION LAUNCHED
Bettina Siegel, who blogs at
thelunchtray.com, starts a petition
asking USDA to stop the use of LFTB
in ground beef destined for schools.
She will close it three weeks later with
258,632 signatures.
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Furthermore, the product and its manu-

page 22.) In other words, seasoned

“YOU HAD A PERFECT STORM
OF SORT-OF FACTS,
YOU HAVE THIS PRODUCT
NO ONE KNOWS ANYTHING
ABOUT, AND BEFORE
ANYONE KNOWS
WHAT ITS REAL NAME IS,

IT GETS TAGGED
WITH THE
‘PINK SLIME’ NAME.”

reporters, expert commentators and the
guy down the street with a bone to pick
all have the same bully pulpit.
Meanwhile, the number of blogs
worldwide top 173 million, according to
research firm NM Incite (a unit of Nielsen).
In February 2008, when the HallmarkWestland story broke — uncovering one
California processor’s abuse of livestock
that ultimately resulted in the largest food
recall in history — those blogs numbered
about 70 million. Facebook now has 1
billion active users, and Twitter has about
140 million active users, according to
MediaBistro.com.
“What’s fundamentally different
about this [is that] ordinary people are
tremendously influential, based on

SAY WHAT YOU WILL
British celebrity chef Jamie Oliver doesn’t

online — makes attorneys work damn hard

harm. The broad system is designed to first

discourse. A distinction in all product disparage-

ever, meaning there might be more opportunity

much like ground beef made with lean finely

to win lawsuits that might stifle it. The First

allow us to speak, and through time carve out

ment cases, Polocinski agrees, is that the public

to defame and do more long-lasting damage.

textured beef (LFTB), but he could savor legal

Amendment encourages

exceptions for damaging statements or national

be able to weigh in on issues that affect their

protections of free speech despite his part in a

more speech, not litigation, to

security or criminal activity. The basic theory is

livelihoods, such as the health and safety of

based Media Law Resource Center, says that in

public wave of critical commentary that has all

resolve matters.

we ought to be able to say what we want, and the

food. That the term “pink slime” has essentially

the advent of the Internet and social media her

antidote is more speech, not less.”

become generic could make it off limits in

organization has seen an uptick in complaints

product disparagement litigation, he says.

filed against media entities based on online

but capsized a company.

By way of example, Gene Polocinski,

For much the same reason Daliah Saper,

Sandy Baron, executive director of New York-

So what if dumping household ammonia

senior vice president and executive director

on ground beef — as Oliver did on an episode

of Nashville, Tenn.-based First Amendment

principal attorney at Saper Law, an intellectual

of ABC’s “Food Revolution” in April 2011 — to

Center, compares Janet Jackson’s wardrobe

property, social media and business law firm

requirement onto causes of action involving a

quantifying such an increase is almost impos-

explain to a national television audience how

flap in a halftime performance of the 2004

based in Chicago, might ultimately have to tell

company or product,” Saper says. “For example,

sible. Then again, “Common sense suggests …

Beef Products Inc. makes LFTB was factually

Super Bowl and disc jockey Don Imus’s racially

companies seeking advice, “‘You’re better off

if [a company] wanted to sue … let’s say we

online speech is bound to bring about an uptick

incorrect? The question, say legal and free

charged comments about the hair of African

hiring a good PR agency.’”

can show that the statement was disparaging,

in libel complaints,” she says.

speech experts, is whether Oliver knew BPI’s

American women collegiate basketball players

actual process and then misrepresented it

in 2007. The Jackson decency debate is still

is highly protected by the First Amendment,

opposed to opinion, and let’s say it was false,

standards apply to new media the same as they

with intent to do harm.

in the courts, whereas public outcry (pulling

which means it’s easier to talk ill of a public

and let’s agree it caused monetary loss … in

do to print, broadcast or any other medium.

of advertising and so forth) resolved the Imus

figure, say the mayor of Chicago. Commercial

most cases that would [be sufficient to qualify

matter in a couple of weeks (he was fired).

speech is less protected, so it’s theoretically

as product disparagement], but since we’re

new facts,” Polocinski says. “If I say something

easier to smear a company. But BPI’s case lands

talking about a product that arguably impacts

defamatory about you that can be demonstrated

somewhere in the middle.

The answer is in the exploration of libel
law — in this case product disparagement,
little legal notches (remedies available in

“The First Amendment makes it difficult for

The pecking order has it that political speech

“Many states have imposed the malice

and let’s say it was clearly set forth as fact as

content. Given the volumes of cases, however,

Nevertheless, the First Amendment’s

“We don’t want to mistake new technology for

everyone because it’s a matter of public

as false, and if you’re not a public figure or I’ve

Saper argues that the ubiquity of ground

concern, then [the company] would also have to

done it with malicious intent or reckless regard

Polocinski says. “I think libel and defamation

beef (and LFTB was used in some 70 percent of

show that [the person who made the statement]

for the truth, those elements don’t change if I

but the concept of free speech — be it talk

laws recognize there are limits, as in when a

the ground beef supply) effectively makes it a

did it with malicious intent.”

tacked it on the courthouse door or if I sent it

on a TV show, print in a newspaper or a Tweet

statement intentionally or recklessly brings

public figure and therefore more open to public

13 states) carved into the oak that is First

people to shut off opinion and to close down,

Amendment law. BPI may or may not consider

if you will, this robust discussion in public,”

suing in the wake of the “pink slime” debacle,

Information spreads faster and farther than

around in a 140-character Tweet.”
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ABC NEWS: 70 PERCENT OF
GROUND BEEF AT SUPERMARKETS
CONTAINS ‘PINK SLIME’

their network and how

weeks, made the story

that network is able

far more influential

to disseminate the

than it would have

information it receives,”
says John Hellerman, a
partner in Hellerman

ABC News reports on LFTB, referring to

Baretz Communications

it as “pink slime.”

in Washington, D.C, and
a crisis communica-

MARCH 8, 2012

tions expert.
Within this

GOOGLE GETS SLIMED

far-flung audience,

Google registers a spike in users searching

on ABC in particular

for “pink slime.”

seemed to set off

the news coverage

the firestorm. Riley
surmises that while

MARCH 8, 2012

BPI RESPONDS TO JAMIE OLIVER
Beef Products Inc. posts a video to
YouTube in response to Jamie Oliver’s
April 2011 video characterization of
the ammonia process. Next day BPI
launches BeefisBeef.com to
dispel rumors about LFTB.

new-media promoters often disparage
mainstream media’s

“I’VE NEVER SEEN
ANYTHING UNFOLD
LIKE THIS ONE
UNFOLDED.

been otherwise.
“That began to
resonate with people,
and that’s when
the school lunch
things happened,”
Carpenter says. “The
social media and the

WE’VE HAD ISSUES
THAT WERE BIG CRISES
IN THE INDUSTRY,
BUT THEY ALMOST ALWAYS
HAD SOME BASIS.”

sophistication it took
to get a petition going
online was what took
it over the edge.”
And then it was a
free-fall: Research by
Crimson Hexagon, a
business intelligence
consulting firm in

plodding habits, a news

Boston, shows that

story gains weight when

on March 5, 490

it has a traditional media

opinions about “pink

brand’s imprimatur. That ABC dedicated

slime” were posted on Twitter and Facebook

time on three successive nights to the topic,

collectively. On March 10, “pink slime” was

and returned to it repeatedly in the following

mentioned in 8,429 posts.

MARCH 15, 2012

USDA OFFERS SCHOOLS MORE CHOICE;
AFFIRMS SAFETY OF LFTB
USDA announces that schools who buy

MARGINAL DAMAGE

food through the National School Lunch
Program will have the option of ordering

Congressmen ask Vilsack,
to ‘correct the public record’

120

ground beef with or without LFTB.

AFA Food files Ch. 11 & USDA approves LFTB labeling

60

MARCH 21, 2012

0

SAFEWAY DROPS LFTB

Safeway drops LFTB
ABC News: 70% of ground beef
at supermarkets contains 'pink slime'

Safeway Inc. becomes the first major
supermarket chain to announce that it will

Jamie Oliver's ‘Food Revolution’

no longer carry ground beef with LFTB.

-60
McDonald's announces end to LFTB in burgers

-120
April 2011

April 2012

Beef packer margins were already in trouble from expensive cattle in short supply and soft beef demand
when major restaurant and supermarket chains started rejecting LFTB. The product previously had
contributed up to $40 per head to packers’ profits. 
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Source: Sterling Beef Profit Tracker, Sterling Marketing Inc.
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Associated Press

A PICTURE’S WORTH

didn’t know it was made from trimmings

Fueling the social media feeding frenzy was

that otherwise would be pet food, they

the evocative imagery that went along with

didn’t know it was in the package.

it. First, there was that picture — the wrong

A typical sentiment, from John Ryan,

one that probably shows mechanically

a food safety and traceability consultant

KROGER, SUPERVALU,
WALMART, STOP & SHOP WEIGH IN

separated poultry pouring into a cardboard

in Los Angeles, as posted on the “Food

box; the one whose origins are unknown,

Pathogen Outbreak/Recall Response

Kroger, the nation’s largest grocery retailer,

but which was never-

Group” on LinkedIn:

and Supervalu, the second-largest,

theless attached to the

“These companies

announce they will no longer carry ground

story and published

have one goal —

beef with LFTB; Stop & Shop follows suit.

alongside it by every-

Walmart announces it will carry ground

one from mainstream

beef with and without LFTB.

media to
the New York

MARCH 23, 2012
BPI RUNS AD

Beef Products Inc. takes out a full-page
ad in The Wall Street Journal to run an
open letter from CEO Eldon Roth on the
controversy over LFTB.

Manhattan Borough
President’s office.
“We’re very visually
oriented,” Riley notes.
“It was hard to replace
that visual in people’s
minds.”
And then there’s

MARCH 23, 2012

that nickname.
It’s “sexy” and

MORE RETAILERS,
SCHOOLS SAY NO TO LFTB

“catchy,” Riley
says, “kind of like

“I THINK THERE IS A
REALIZATION AMONG
A LOT OF PEOPLE
[IN THE INDUSTRY] THAT

THEY COULD BE
MORE VESTED IN
TRANSPARENCY AND
STORY-TELLING.”

sales. They do not
... disclose food
technology changes
in the interest
of the public.
Rather, they choose
to ... intentionally
deceive.”
Ryan’s expertise
in the food industry
notwithstanding, the
sense of deception is
another casualty of
the divide between
mostly urbandwelling consumers

when people were

and the ag industry,

Retail grocery chains including BI-LO/Winn-

using ‘mad cow’.”

which employs just

Dixie, Hy-Vee, Giant, Weis Markets and BJ’s

It is a highly visual

Wholesale Club announce they will no longer

phrase, combining color and texture,

Americans, says Mike Martin, spokesman

buy ground beef with LFTB. Meanwhile, school

making it a strong lure for headline

for Cargill Meat Solutions.

districts in New York City, Miami and Memphis

writers seeking to grab the audience’s

say they will not serve burgers with LFTB.

ever-shortening attention span. Most

from food production … they don’t neces-

importantly, consumers heard it first.

sarily even look at bread, olive oil and wine

“You had a perfect storm of sort-of

as processed food,” he says. “There were a

facts, you have this product no one knows

2 percent of working

“The average American is so far removed

lot of consumers that, even though it’s 100

MARCH 26, 2012

anything about, and before anyone knows

percent beef, because it’s a different process

what its real name is, it gets tagged with the

used to gather that beef, they want to know.”

The unit of U.K.-based Tesco plc says

‘pink slime’ name,” Hellerman points out.

FRESH & EASY JOINS THE FRAY
shoppers can exchange any fresh or
frozen ground beef from any other
retailer for some of the company’s own
brand, no questions asked.
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Carpenter notes that whether consumers
were immersed in the topic or simply read

DECEPTION

about it in passing, “two things come to

A final lightning rod associated with the

mind: ‘Slime doesn’t sound like something

(L)FTB issue was consumers’ sense of

I want to eat,’ and ‘Somehow I’ve been

having been deceived — although the

deceived for this period of time.’ And

process, USDA’s purchase history, and the

that’s really concerning because much of

product’s presence in retail ground beef has

the technology we use in the world and

long been public information. They didn’t

in the food systems are not visible to the

know ammonia was “added” to LFTB, they

ultimate consumer. “

MARCH 26, 2012

BPI SHUTS DOWN
MOST PRODUCTION
Beef Products Inc. suspends operations at
three locations: Garden City, Kan.; Amarillo,
Texas; and Waterloo, Iowa, affecting 650
jobs. A fourth plant, in South Sioux City,
Neb., continues to run.

THE ISSUES

DUDE, IT’S

tour of a manufactur-

TRANSPARENCY

ing plant. National

In the face of this

THAT BPI AND OTHERS
WORKED SO HARD ALL
THOSE YEARS AGO TO
MAKE SURE (L)FTB WASN’T
REQUIRED ON THE LABEL
RENDERED THE SCIENTIFIC
FACTS USELESS:

onslaught, the companies and meat industry
associations came on
strong: American Meat
Institute President J.
Patrick Boyle released

MARCH 27, 2012

TYSON CHANGES PROCESSES
DUE TO LACK OF LFTB DEMAND

a statement on the

Officials at Tyson Foods release a

first report, correcting

statement saying it’s “making some

misinformation that

modifications in our ... processes to

it had broadcast. By

adjust” for availability of LFTB.

March 19, BPI had built

morning after ABC’s

a website (beefisbeef.
com) with links, facts

MARCH 28, 2012

and video. Cargill also

THE DAILY SHOW:
THE HUNGER
SHAME
Jon Stewart
weighs in.

MARCH 29, 2012

FIVE GUYS TWEETS
@Steve_Campo We do not have
pink slime in our ground beef. ... Our

posted a video on its

CONSUMERS SMELLED
A COVER UP.

site before the end of
the month, explaining

Cattlemen’s Beef
Association and others have posted video
on YouTube and sent
releases far
and wide affirming
the safety and quality
of (L)FTB.
All for naught,
apparently.
One big problem:
USDA’s response,
which was late and
bipolar. It was 10
days after The Daily’s
initial report that
USDA said anything,
and then, on the same
day that it issued

its FTB manufacturing process. On March

a statement affirming the safety and its

29, BPI hosted a large and closely followed

approval of (L)FTB, it also announced that

news conference with three ag-state

schools ordering ground beef through the

governors, the founder of STOP Foodborne

NSLP would have a choice as to whether it

Illness, nationally recognized food safety

would include the product.

experts and USDA’s Under Secretary for
Food Safety Elisabeth Hagen that included a

“[Consumers] were seeing the government
be relatively quiet,” Riley says. The silence was

manufacturers do not use ammoniated
procedures.

LFTB is frozen on a drum during

BEEF MARGINS SUFFER

processing of the product. Beef

By analysts’ calculations, beef packers

Products Inc. hosted a plant tour

lost $101 per head, the second-worst

amidst the media storm.

loss in the past 22 years.

MARCH 30, 2012

WENDY’S GOES ON THE RECORD
Wendy’s runs full-page ads in eight
major U.S. newspapers saying,
“Where’s The Pure Beef? At Wendy’s,
that’s where!” and assuring diners of
the absence of LFTB in its burgers.
Associated Press
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“DUDE, IT’S BEEF!”
Associated Press

Governors
of three ag
states join a
food safety
activist, a

Texas A&M food safety expert, and USDA
Under Secretary Elisabeth Hagen for an
emotionally charged 45-minute news
conference that followed a media tour of
a Beef Products Inc. plant. They pound
home the point that LFTB is beef and
pointedly criticize the media coverage.

deafening to consumers who, according to

Enron, WorldCom, Bernie Madoff and

research by Cargill, consider the agency one

other scams still crystal clear, consumers

of the most credible sources of information

are loaded for corporate bear and have

on the food system. In those 10 days, mean-

the means to make their anger heard. Add

while, every major supermarket chain in the

to that the meat industry’s long-standing

U.S., responding to a flood of inquiries from

aversion to inviting the public to witness

customers, pledged not to carry the stuff.

the nitty-gritty process of making sausage;

(Some legislators think USDA should do
more: On April 19, 30 members of Congress

industrial transparency not only possible

called on USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack to

but expected, and consumers think the

“correct the public record and educate

meat companies are hiding something.

consumers about the safety of lean finely

APRIL 2, 2012

USDA BACKS LABELING
USDA agrees to approve requests by
ground beef product makers to voluntarily
label their products that contain lean finely
textured beef (LFTB) or similar products.

thanks again to the Internet, which makes

textured beef (LFTB).”)
Another problem: In many ways these tac-

That BPI and others worked so hard all
those years ago to make sure that
(L)FTB wasn’t required on the label

tical efforts are spitting in the wind. Still in

rendered the scientific facts useless:

the midst of a deep economic downturn, fed

Consumers smelled a cover-up.

by revelations of fraudulent mortgages and

“The tendency is to think, ‘We’re not

foreclosures by banks, chicanery at Freddie

making anything that anybody needs

Mac and Fannie Mae, with memories of

to know about except our customers,’”

Customizing is our Specialty!

Stainless Steel Trucks & Screens
Beacon has been engineering Trucks & Screens
for over 60 years.
Beacon can design a Rack to work for your
specific processing requirement.

• Our Trucks & Screens are built to hold
your weight requirements.
• We do not over design resulting in added
costs or under design resulting in a unit that
will not last or hold the weight load needed.

For more information visit our web site at: www.beaconmetals.com or call toll free 800-445-4203.

r1 116045_BEAC_HalfPgAd.indd 1
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AFA FOODS FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
King of Prussia, Pa.-based ground beef
processor AFA Foods files for Chapter

Hellerman says. “But for pure reputation

Protein Innovation Summit in Chicago in

11 protection and plans to sell all or

capital reasons, you need to have a

April, “If you look at transparency ... ‘pink

some of its assets, blaming media

communications aspect to your business.”

slime’ should have happened. ‘Honest food’

With some exceptions, the meat industry is

coverage of what it calls Boneless Lean
Beef Trimmings.

is one of the major trends that’s going to

not known for effective consumer marketing,

stay: [I wonder] how honest we are about ...

on either a company or industry level. The

where our food really comes from.”

lack of empathy that consumers feel for the
companies that make their food is evident.

THE MORNING AFTER

SURVEY SAYS:
LFTB CONCERNS IMPACT
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

“Whether it’s animal welfare, food safety,

Efforts are underway to establish that

sustainability, production processes — you

connection to meat’s ultimate end-user.

Eighty-eight percent of U.S. adults are

see it every day, somebody’s issuing a report

Cargill plans focus groups with consumers

about health and nutrition, and videos or

to get a better handle on who or what

undercover this or whistleblower that. It’s

influences their food-purchasing decisions.

nonstop,” Cargill’s Martin says. “I think there

The meat industry’s associations are look-

is a realization among a lot of people [in the

ing into similar research.

APRIL 5, 2012

aware of the “pink slime” issue, a Harris
Interactive poll finds. Of those who are
aware, 76 percent indicate that they are
“at least somewhat concerned,” with
30 percent saying they are “extremely
concerned.”

industry] that they could be more vested in
transparency and story-telling.”
Said HMSHost Corporate Chef Rick Wolff,
commenting on a panel discussion at the

AMI’s Riley is working on producing more
videos on this and other topics that are likely
to spark consumers’ interest, and to raise
the curtain on some of the industry’s more
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BEEF MARKET FACES SIX-MONTH
LFTB PRICE HANGOVER
The impact of the media coverage of

controversial operations, like slaughter, in

with the idea that companies will name the

the LFTB issue could affect consumer

hopes of educating consumers and improv-

product on the label.

demand for beef overall for up to

ing transparency. AMI added an LFTB edu-

six months, predicts Kansas State

cation session to the Meat, Poultry & Seafood

News did a “consumer watchdog” report

economist Glynn Tonsor.

Expo in Dallas earlier this month. Riley also

referencing “whistleblowers” inside the

recommends that meat companies gather

USDA criticizing the agency’s plans to

images and video of their operations to have

overhaul the poultry industry’s inspection

on-hand, the better to respond to criticism

system. The network reportedly has more

and inquiries.

such stories in the works. With non-O157:H7

APRIL 19, 2012

CONGRESS GETS INTO THE ACT

And none too soon. In late April, ABC

Thirty members of Congress sign a let-

Meanwhile, the tenor of the coverage has

ter asking USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack

shifted toward center, with columnists and

pre-harvest interventions also on the table,

to outline the steps USDA plans to take

letters to the editor arguing the product’s

the meat industry will not lack for opportu-

to set the record straight about LFTB.

benefits and, in some cases, criticizing

nities to test its communications skills.

the way the issue was covered in both the

MAY 1, 2012

AMI HOSTS LFTB SUMMIT

STECs, Salmonella, HACCP validation and

A dark and stormy night, indeed. 2

mainstream and social media. At least one
retailer — Hy-Vee — reversed its initial deci-

WEB EXTRA: For extensive online coverage

sion to eliminate LFTB from its ground beef

of the LFTB phenomenon, including daily

American Meat Institute hosts a session

offerings and give customers a choice. Even

news, videos and an interactive timeline,

on LFTB at the AMI Meat, Poultry &

the most strident activists seem satisfied

visit http://meatm.ag/lftbnews.

Seafood Expo in Dallas.
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